Please rate The Apostolic Bible
Average 4.6 stars
2015-10-28
J
USA
I've loved the PDF for years...now I have one I can use daily...
2015-10-26
S
I downloaded the ABP some years ago and on reading that there were now references to
other verses included downloaded again. My only quibble of this wonderful production
is that I did find the old version easier to use simply because each book was a separate
PDF file. If you wish to keep just the two files, as now, why not include an index at the
start of each book hyperlinked to the separate biblical books?
Many thanks
ed. note: an index is in the works for 2016.
2015-10-25
C
USA

2015-10-19
ER
Brazil
Thank you very much by to provide the septuagint Bible. It is very important to learn
more about the scriptures and God's word.
2015-10-18
MW
USA

2015-10-18
ELK
US

Excellent study resourse!
2015-10-18
SWE
United States
It--especially used with e-Sword--allows me to consider what OT concepts are perceived
by the translators of the Septuagint to be closely aligned with NT concepts.
2015-10-12
SB
USA
Excellent. Slight drawback, search function does not jump to various books. Also, wanted
to donate but am cautious about PayPal.
ed. note: hopefully in 2016 we will have an index published for the electronic downloads.
2015-10-11
KJ
USA
It's great! And thank you for allowing it to be downloaded without cost.
2015-10-11
SK
US
A publication of English only would be nice. Has it been done already?
ed. note: We have no intention of publishing an English only version of The Apostolic
Bible Polyglot.
G
Canada
1- I like when it comes to literal,how you use brackets or change the syntax of English 1Also. I can see you did your best to connect the the Septuagint to Strong's numbering.
God bless your heart
2015-09-27
HD

USA
My experience with the Apostolic Bible Polyglot has been excellent!
2015-09-25
JH
USA

2015-09-19
JR
USA
While frustrated with fellow Christians referring to Christ in the past tense (as if He was
dead), and looking at Galatians 2:20, I couldn't figure out why most of the verse in the
KJV was in the present tense, but ended in the past tense, i.e., "who loved me, and gave
himself for me." Then I found the ABP on StudyBibleInfo, which gave a consistent
rendering of this verse in the participle mood, " ... of the one loving me, and delivering
himself up for me." How refreshing to find a version which more accurately portrays a
living Lord! I have found the ABP to be a great aid in my personal studies since then, and
appreciate the detail of this invaluable resource.
2015-09-18
KH
Australia
A good resource and easy to use. However, as with all large PDF documents it is slow to
use when searching for a reference. A search engine to find references would be a great
help. Something like the Blue Letter Bible provides would make this invaluable...
2015-09-18
BRJ
South Africa
It is a real privilege to have the Greek version. I have a printed copy which I use most
often but it is great to have an electronic copy handy. Many thanks for this service.
2015-09-17
DJ
USA

Well done, however I miss the less expensive, flexible paper cover, that I have with the
first edition.
(ed. note: the second edition eco-cowhide edition with gilded edges and bookmarks is
vastly superior to the 1st ed. for around the same price.)
2015-09-16
MG
US
Thank you for making this available! I plan to order print copies for myself, my wife, and
several others.
2015-09-15
T
USA
An excellent resource.
2015-09-13
MM
USA
Superb. Quite useful.
2015-09-13
AH
US
Wonderful compilation. Shalom.
2015-09-12
DG
United States
Helpful in exegesis, useful for any sort of textual work. Not necessarily good for casual
reading, of course, but it serves its purpose admirably.

2015-09-07
AL
USA

HANDSDOWN, ONE OF THE BEST OFFLINE, GRID-DOWN, PORTABLE WAYS
TO STUDY THE WORD!!! I got this bible along with a printed edition of the apostolic
polyglot analytical lexicon because the Holy Spirit led me to buy it. It will be very
important when end times economic and social collapse happens and you can't bring your
computer or cell phone because of government tracking you or because you dont have
anymore electricity to power electronic bible apps. But that's where this bible shines.
You can fit this into a backpack with room to spare and if you bring along maybe a king
James bible too and with the unction of the Holy Spirit, you have the 'swords' and
equipment ready to survive these last days.
2015-09-06
TGM
Kenya
Thank you
2015-09-04
MW
USA

2015-09-04
BR
South Africa
It is great to have a copy of the Septuagint version! However, this version is not user
friendly - e.g. I can't use Ctl F to find say the book of John.
2015-09-04
GF
USA
It is what it is: an effective tool for deeper study of the Word.
2015-09-04
A
USA
great study tool-thanks!

2015-09-03
MH
United States
I find everything in order to translate the sceneries and events with consistency than in
watered-down versions found in modern Bible Translations. One thing that I would like,
as a student of Koine Greek, would like the phonetics to be shown such as the 'H'-words
than simply 'H' for when I search in a dictionary. Other than that, I do enjoy it most able
to convey the proper emotion attributed to the verb lucid, and the numeric order for the
grammar helps one to memorize for each word in Greek, which is very cool.
2015-09-02
DG
USA
Just started using it looks promising.
2015-09-01
L
Indonesia
thanks for the great efforts, it helps us to understand the Bible better
2015-09-01
WW
USA
Excellent study source
2015-08-31
KD
South Korea
I could not thank you enough. God bless you all!-2015-08-30
DW
Bolivia
It will be useful when we can have an index to be able to find chapter and verse easier.
Thank you and be blessed

2015-08-29
MVB
USA
Excellent; I'm glad I purchased it.
2015-08-28
A
United States
Everything is good
2015-08-24
RK
USA
Thank you for this wonderful service.
2015-08-23 15:21:45
KC
USA
This is a wonderful tool. You need a button so people can make a donation. Please
inform me if there is a way to do so.
2015-08-22
KB
USA
I have only used it a few times thus far but when I begin my Bible studies again I like to
have access to the Greek words that are used for Hebrew words in the O.T.
2015-08-21
Syed,RKR
United Kingdom
I liked it in general, though perhaps the print was a bit tightly packed. Unfortunately it
was not as useful as I had hoped it would be for my purposes, as the glosses were not
attached individually to the the Greek words, but rather as phrases, and most importantly
it did not contain the deuterocanonical/Apocrypha books, which was the only part of it

that I would have been interested in.
2015-08-18
JJL
UA
Ive read it twice. It is my regular bible. Thank You
2015-08-18
RLD
United States
The download experience, including purchase of the supplementary materials, was easy
and problem free (using Paypal). The reference material specifics (translators, dates,
original publishers, etc) are disclosed fully at the website, so there are nosurprises. I am
very satisfied.
2015-08-17
DT
United States
We use the Apostolic Polyglot Bible to settle all of our version/translation arguments. It's
priceless!
2015-08-13
LF
USA
The small type is difficult to read. The pdf is a hassle to navigate between columns.
2015-08-12
LG
USA
Just started teaching myself Greek to enhance my bible study. This will be a wonderful.
I only wish it included the transliteration.
2015-08-11
AS
Israel

I find it very important for my research work
2015-08-09
MP
USA
As a student of Koine Greek for some 12 years now, I deeply appreciate having the NT
and LXX in one digital volume. VERY well done!
2015-08-08
RV
Netherlands
The Polyglot Bible with the extra help volumes is an excellent way to study the Bible in
the oldest text available to us, the Greek.
2015-08-06
WW
USA

2015-08-06
JoeT
USA
Amazing quality and service. I am considering on buying another for a friend.
2015-08-05
CG
Australia
Usefulness limited because it is not truly based on the Septuagint: it lacks the 'apocryphal'
books and uses incorrect numbering of the psalms and names of some of the historical
books.
2015-08-04
RCL
USA
Marvelous study tool! I will be buying a hard copy soon!

2015-08-03
Greg
USA
Excellent resource for my bible studies. Thank you so much!
2015-08-03
PD
Canada
I like the accuracy of the Septuagint.
The interlinear will help with learning Greek. Thanks.
2015-08-01
JB
USA
I love this bible ..I already learned the feasts are kairios in the new test and this week I
learned that we were to guard the commandments....wow

2015-08-01
FB
Kenya
This is a wonderful product for Bible study. I hope to get a hard copy soon.

2015-07-31
EB
Canada
Hi. I really like your approach for translating the bible from the Greek texts of the old and
new testaments. I like the conformity of Greek definitions throughout the old and new
testaments. I am happy to have the Apostolic Bible Polyglot as part of my library to refer
to when reading or studying the word. Thank you Charles Van der Pool for the time,
effort, and faithfulness you put into this project. I truly am blessed.

2015-07-31
AW

USA
Easy to download. Contains information not easily available elsewhere. Very useful in
teaching Sunday School.

2015-07-31
CLR
USA
I use it often in studying at home. It was great to be able to have it on my phone and iPad
so that if I'm not home I can still get to one easily. Making this terrific tool available to
the general public will have its reward!

2015-07-31
OS
Russia

2015-07-28
FP
Italy
Very practical and useful toil for reading the Bible without having a deep knowledge of
Greek. It's turning to be essential for my studies. Thank you so much!

2015-07-24
RK
USA
I appreciate the ability to read a clear Greek text and to have a suggested translation with
it.

2015-07-21
JH
USA

Love it! Very helpful in word studies. Thanks for providing this free of charge.

2015-07-21
R
USA
Does the Apostolic Bible come with an index?

2015-07-16
DB
Canada
Very usefull in my ipad, i can bring it everywhere!

2015-07-16
GD
USA
I thank God for your work. I pray He blesses you. I am unemployed, but when I get
employed I am going to purchase a couple of the bibles. Thank you so much!

2015-07-13
NR
South Africa
It is interesting to discover that Hellensitic Greek the Septuagint was written in is
different to Koine Greek the New Testament was written in although there are similarities
between the two.
2015-07-13
MB
USA
Without a table of contents, I have difficulty finding my place.
2015-07-11
JFL

USA
A spiritual and intellectual feast. I first read a passage in the ESV and then read it and
study the words in the concordance. Thank you for producing the Apostolic Bible
Polyglot.
2015-07-06
D
Taiwan
If you add parsing information,it becomes perfect 5stars.
* ed. note…we do have parsing in our analytical lexicon.
2015-07-04
BFS
Australia
Very clear text. Helpful Strongs references. Greek-English useful for study. Useful tool
for believers and students of the Bible languages. I thank you for your help.
2015-07-03
MA
Canada
I absolutely love this translation! Thank you so much for it being a free download.
2015-06-29
GP
USA
Excellent.
2015-06-26
SB-L
USA
Very useful tool for in-depth study. I am very grateful for the download.
2015-06-25
T
Canada
It is refreshing and an entirely fresh way of presenting the scriptures, not just following
the historical approach. The work of a wiser Scribe!

2015-06-24
DAT
I would have liked to have seen bookmarks in the pdfs for major divisions ... for example,
each book of the old and new testament. Thank you.
2015-06-23
TD
India
Excellent.
2015-06-22
WLF
USA

2015-06-22
PT
England
I am finding the resource very useful, particularly the link to the Strong number.
2015-06-22
CE
USA

2015-06-19
RA
USA
From my study I find that dynamic approach is misleading to the meaning of words as of
your opinion.
Uniformity is part of God's inspired word.
I tend to acknowledge A E Knoch's approach to Greek meaning...it is not perfect but
consistent where needed. Concordant Literal Nt. Concordant Publishing Concern. Brother
R
2015-06-14

RK
Norway

2015-06-13
EH
NZ

This is a free download which is really good and is easy to read. My only problem is that
I find it difficult to accurately find a passage . due to it being a pdf file. It would be more
user friendly if people were able to select a book and chapter. Although as I said before
as a free download we shouldn't complain. Thank you for allowing this to be available.
2015-06-13
PD
Germany
Very helpful for the deeper understanding of the Bible! Thank you for your devout work!

